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MELIKA SALIHBEG BOSNAWI 
 
CATHARTIC DREAMS  
/ DREAM THE EIGHT, OR METAMORPHOSIS 
 
I know that none alive would ever believe me, and just 
because of it, I do relate. I met this summer Franz K. In 
Tukh. The small dirty town between Cairo and Alexandria, 
where in August and September, you can find delightful 
melons. (Yellow, girlish-round, and smooth, as moonlight). I 
met him in a dark, pour, private clinic, where he used to 
work, almost free of charge, upon completion of his daily job 
in a Cairo hospital. I did not even have time to glance at him 
before the surgery. I might miss forever the opportunity of 
that magic identification, had he not stepped, right into my 
eyes, at the very moment when I was emerging from my, 
anesthetic, sleep. 
  
First, I did not wake for hours. Then I heard, with a certain 
end of my senses, a call, resembling panic. Mister, wake up! 
There was shaking me, his assistant, ever less gently, while, 
voicelessly, and persistently, with all my forces, I was 
refusing to come. As sinking, into the eddy, of the 
unconsciousness, while the same eddy, of the consciousness, 
was ejecting me back. To reality. (Ah, it was so indescribably 
easy, and painless, to be in nonentity!) 
  
Then they called him to help. Finally, I had to open my eyes. 
In the midst of the reality, which has already, for 
millenniums, cathartically dreamt, but which never, until this 
very day, truly repented. To my luck, that is inseparable from 
the fate of this collection of dreams, first what I saw was 
since long known to me, his hair parting right through the 
middle of his head. I gawk at him, like at the ghost. He was 
as same as on the newspapers photos, to which, throughout 
his entire childhood, I begged my son to model his beautiful 
hair. He started speaking in (perfectly distorted) Arabic, 
which nowadays speak all Arabs (boasting, excessively, to 
be only who, well, just because of their language, properly 
understand the Holy Qur’ân. God forbid, never in my life I 
have heard greater lie!). 
  
He would have almost deceived me, had I not felt, with my 
well-trained sense for the cathartic dreams, in his speech, an 
un/reality accent. Franz K. To support my finding, I turned 
upside-down, at once, by a look, his whole reference library. 
And, it confirmed me the same. Amongst the medical tomes, 
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I have discovered some, for that place completely 
inappropriate, books on Administration. A masochistic 
nostalgia concluded I, of a former clerk, who, as he was 
disciplinary scrolling, every day, office documents, was 
learning what absurdity is. (To the comprehension, that the 
police and bureaucracy are inseparable ingredients of the 
life-elixir of every political lunacy, and almost no a power 
without turning to the schizophrenic, is sacrificed the work 
of Franz K. Likewise my living. What, perhaps, both, will find 
their cathartic healing in the crystal ball, into which I will 
peek, if God wish, at the end of this book). Therefore, who 
does not know Franz K. from his literature would hardly 
understand this incident with a bureaucratic poison amid a 
small clinic. But I, who consumed it from the first to the last 
letter, was now definitely sure, that I had before me a 
famous metamorphosis. (That previously used to reach its 
readers in its literary, metaphorical, form only.) 
  
. . . and, in the bottom of the cadre, in a deep perspective, on 
a dusty road, as the Smaller bear, from the Sky 
Constellation, was moving a funeral procession, and entering 
a closed shutter, with a fragile, childish, body, as a white, 
swaying, headscarf, above, bereaved, heads. 
  
You guessed! Even if there were not Anne's trust, I would 
not have missed, neither because of myself, to get occupied 
with the appearance of Franz K. in Gazza. Plus, in the midst 
of a catharsis. When I saw him sometimes earlier in Tukh, it 
was clear to me at once, that he lives for decades in a 
cathartic dream, as in his only home. In the catharsis, which, 
as being filled with the regret of a sincere writer, is not 
temporal, like with other people. Nor is it only personal. It is 
a very conscience of the humanity (on which rare examples, 
a bunch of scribble-maniacs has founded theirs - famous - 
mythology). In order to my own stays clean in this case; I 
have to relate how my sudden, post-anaesthetic decision to 
read out Franz's cathartic dream was delayed by an, reliable, 
information. Upon which I immediately flew to another side 
of the World, about what you came to know long before, 
from Dream the seventh, or Gazza, a forgotten land. Yet, as 
you would also understand this (apparent) case, and why it 
is important for Franz's and my relationship, I will tell you, 
briefly, what was it about. I will use, for it, a special chapter, 
in order to, neither mine, nor the enemies of this book would 
discover; that all these encounters are knotted in the ball of 
the same catharsis. The dream of which, like (Ariadne's) 
thread, introduce their dreamers into the very centre of the 
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Palestinian labyrinth/o/s. Reality of whose horror unmasks 
all the world's history (including the one of literature) only 
as a wanton metaphor, that, instead of children (who now 
bleed), plays an, idle, game of hiding. 
 
 
a n  r e l i a b l e  a c c o u n t    
 
That I did not immediately set about a reading of Franz’s, 
catharsis-alike, dream, the result of which was also that 
doctor in Tukh, the only culprit was a hud-hud. One, who 
knows not, may know now, that it is a quranic name for the 
hoopoe, a famous (smart) bird-vassal of Prophet Suleiman 
(peace be upon him, eh, o God, if I only had his wisdom!). 
Why doubt, that it was an ancestor of the same hoopoe, who 
brought to the King, an Allâh’s worshiper, a reliable news. 
About the queen of Sabâ’, the devotee of the Sun (at whose 
kingdom’s name, there scrabble today, to carry it, 
alternatively, and theatrically, some British feminists. 
Although, the wretch, have no idea what a sincere 
repentance is, which transformed, this royal idolater, as 
soon as she entered the palace of crystal, into the most 
humble, only Allâh’s, believer). What did a hud-hud want in 
the midst of my, refugee, reality? He called me up at the 
instant when I, cannot be more alone, walked the path, 
separating into two an orange plantation. Then advised me 
(upon closing his, clever, crest), in that solitude, without a 
single witness: to leave at once Misr land. Otherwise, he 
said, there would arrest me Pharaoh’s people, and put away 
every trace of me. It is planned, here he is, informing me, 
trustworthily, a raid on all suspected, who believe in coming 
(Oh, God, hasten up that time!) of the Founder of the State 
of truth and justice. And similar (fundamentalist) would-be 
fantasies (of which there trembles, with fright, for centuries, 
every false authority (tâghût). Among them, specified he, 
will be particularly targeted dreamers and recorders of the 
Palestinian, catharsis-like, dreams, in which is practised an 
old-fashioned, almost forgotten, and by all despised, activity, 
which is called repentance. I will use this opportunity to say 
just as much, that I left Misr headlong. Not because I was 
afraid. To me, in fact, is all the same if they bury me into 
hard, Balkan’s soil, on Hrid, or into unsteady, Asian sand, 
amid Giza. But I would like (Yâ Rabbî, help me in that 
objective!), before I lie down, to write down all dreams, and, 
perhaps, to heal all Palestinian (and mine) pains, with a 
(futuristic) look into the crystal ball. (If I don’t succeed, 
then why I have, oh God, at all, started this, worldly, 
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adventure of mine!?) My heart was tearing, I admit, as I was 
leaving, at dawn, the old house in Kafr al-Gamâl. Because, its 
native inhabitants, birds, my fellow-tenants (as opposite to 
the habit of the people to get quickly saturated, even with 
the heavenly manna), did not get tired the least of my, nor of 
the presence of the dreams from this novel Yâ Filistîn! How it 
was, if you only know, difficult for me to give up a discrete 
company of the lizards, who told me, at the parting, almost 
in tears, that they would miss a lot my silence. But, I should 
better, before arrests me anyone’s police, and before 
overcomes me nostalgia, return to Franz’s, cathartic, dream. 
Which he, as we have seen twice, even today dreams, since 
he, full of remorse, freed him himself from the hypocrisy of 
the metaphor. At a critical moment of the history, in which 
he, after a (fictional) dying of an insect, stepped, wholly 
catharsis/ed, into the very reality of a Palestinian (as 
refusing to be any longer only his hidden resemblance). 
When, therefore, he became, according to the instruction of 
his own work, one with the (Palestinian) reality, while 
freeing him himself from the artistic pains. The 
metamorphosis, from which, even today, because the official 
conscience of the Mankind keeps sleeping, he refuses to 
come out. In spite of all publishers, and of the History of 
World literature in particular. Because, Franz K., a Prague-
loner, belongs to the poets, who, instead of wandering every 
valley, prefer to stay, forever, in his, cathartic, entity. . . . 
etc. 	  
	  


